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Two Rivals: MMF Bisexual Romance

Lifelong rivals â€¦ until their love for the same woman forced them to become something more.Jake
Steel and Dylan Frost have been bitter rivals their whole lives, and now, as CEOs of competing
companies, they war over clients, real estate and women. Itâ€™s safe to say they hate each other
with a burning passion.But sometimes a smoldering flame just needs a spark.Enter Rose Holloway,
fledgling event planner. Burned by love and life, Roseâ€™s only focus these days is on growing her
new business. Working for either Jake or Dylan would be a miracle â€” working for both of them
would be a dream come true.But Jake and Dylan refuse to share, even when it comes to event
planners, and not even for the sake of their charity galas. So they make a bet â€” whoever can bed
the feisty redhead first wins the pleasure of her services.One Rose. Two rivals.The bet should have
been simple â€” one winner, one loser. Instead, sparks fly between the three of them, and a wild
night of unexpected passion sets them all on a course that will change their lives forever. Two
Rivals is a standalone steamy MMF bisexual menage romance with explicit scenes of MF, MM and
MMF. HEA guaranteed.
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This is a story with wonderful characters, excellent writing and a plot that really draws you in.
However, when I read bisexual, I actually expect bisexual and you get a handjob and exactly 1
bisexual scene. The rest is all straight. Low rating for the incorrect labeling.

Oh.My.God.This book is so hot you'll need oven gloves to use while reading it. Jake and Dylan - two
sexy billionaire rivals - both fall for the same girl. But while in a normal romance book, you'd wonder
who'd get her in the end... they both do. And each other.It's a steamy bisexual triangle full of raw
emotion and explicit sex and I loved every word of it. MORE, ELLE! WE NEED MORE!I received an
exclusive ARC copy of this book in exchange for leaving an honest review.

I love reading MMF books. This is the first Elle Everton I've read, I will be reading more. love the
way the way the book is written. Jake and Dillon are so hot and Rose is a wonderful and strong
woman.

Predictable bisexual romance that was more about the two men admitting their animosity was really
sexual tension than them being attracted to the same girl. Instead of them betting who could get her
into bed first it would have been the same story if they had bet who could sign a coveted client.Ms.
Everton needs an editor STAT. The narrative had malapropisms, pronoun gender issues and it
often felt like I was watching porn. Magic disappearing and appearing clothes. And what about
condoms. Hey, sometimes it's easier to just get to the story than concern oneself with a few
sentences talking about safe sex.That would explain it if there was more of a story.It's fine for a
freebie.

This was an okay MMF story and it did keep me pretty interested. I wish it was longer, though, so
that the relationship with Jake and Dylan didn't seem so rushed. Both of them wanted Rose and
liked her, but they had a struggle with accepting that they wanted each other. It just never got
resolved as much as I wanted it to be. One moment Dylan wasn't okay with his feelings and the next
he was in love with both Jake and Rose? Basically it was just too rushed, and there was even a
moment where I felt like there was a big hole in the story and we were missing parts of Jake and
Rose before they went back to Dylan. The hotness of the story saved it from being a total loss,
though.

I received an Exclusive ARC in exchange for an honest review.This book is not one that I would

normally pick up and read due to the MMF nature. However, I was so glad I stepped out of my
normal reading comfort zone and into the world of two men who hate each other and fall for the
same girl. The book takes into the pages with a love triangle that brings both erotic and steamy sex
between the characters. In reading the words from the pages the Author Elle Everton takes you into
their emotions you can feel and picture yourself on the pages of her book. While this is a stand
alone book ,I do hope you she may continue with the characters or follow along a similar path with
all new people to love.A great ready that will leave you fanning yourself and feeling a bit electric in
all the right spots.

The book had 2292 locations on my kindle. The book was about 3 people, Rose, Dylan and Jake.
Rose was a 27 year old event planner. Dylan was the wealthy CEO, of his own company. Jake was
an extremely wealthy man, and had been Dylan's rival, for several years. The book contained some
kisses, some decent descriptive sex and oral sex with M/F/M and M/F. The book also contained a
hand job and an anal sex scene at the end with M/M sexual interaction. The men were ok, I guess.
They both acted immaturely, with making the sleazy bet and slipping up and telling Rose about the
sleazy bet and fighting about stupid stuff. I did not like the Rose character. She was kind of mopey,
whinny and forgave a little too easily. I mean, her ex boyfriend cheated on her a few times, and the
moment he calls, she's willing to give him a second chance, go on a date, only to have him cancel
said date, for an asinine reason. The book felt rushed, and I also wished there had been more
interaction, between the 3 of them. Overall ok.

Loved this book! I'm new to reading MMF but this book makes me want to read more. The
characters are great, the story is good, and the sex scenes...Wow! Just wow. I recommend this to
anyone who likes this genre and to those who've never read it but have an open mind.
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